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BRAND STRATEGY
Positioning

Brand Principles

The Museum of Pop Culture is the only museum that can provide
excitement and fun to a variety of fans of all ages. MoPop bridges the gap between old and new by exhibiting pieces of pop
culture from the earliest rock and roll to the most current independent games. MoPop is the museum to go to when you want
a fun and engaging experience other museums can not provide.

Engagement		
Excitement

Friendliness		

Passion

Energy

Ambition

Personality
Bold				

Dramatic		

Adventurous		

Fresh

Imaginative 		

Inspiring
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LOGO (versions)
Colors & Uses
The main Museum of Pop logo contains all the brand
colors except pink. The red and blue within the word
“Pop” use the motif of overlaying as a nod to the 3-D
motifs. This logo should be used only in compositions
where it is either the main focus or it the background is
very simple.
The filled secondary logo is to be used in cases where
the composition is already complex and the logo is not
the main focus.
If needed, the logo can be placed in a square box, particularly when the logo is on a complex background
and readability is hindered.
**Note: The main colored logo should never be used
on a background of the brand red or brand blue.
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LOGO

(size & space)

Minimum Clear Space

1 in

museum of
0.75 in

museum of

Minimum Size
When being placed in a composition, the logo should always have
the width of the horizontal “P” of
the logo on all sides.

The horizontal side should be no smaller
than 1 inch (25 mm/ 72 pixels).
The vertical side should be no smaller
than 0.75 centimeters (19 mm/ 72 pixels).
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COLORS
Background: Vader Black and Jon Snow are best used
to flood backgrounds, this allows for the other colors
to contrast.
Main: Ruby Slippers and Deep Space Blue are the main
brand colors, used in graphical elements as well as color overlays and halftone patterns.
Accent: P!nk should be used very sparingly and never
in body copy.

RUBY SLIPPERS

DEEP SPACE BLUE

VADER BLACK

P!NK

JON SNOW

Hex #ED2632

Hex #303B8D

Hex #000000

Hex #ED6F9B

Hex #FFFFFF

C0 M98 Y87 K0

C97 M93 Y8 K1

C0 M0 Y0 K100

C1 M71 Y11 K0

C0 M0 Y0 K0

R238 B39 G50

R48 G59 B141

R0 G0 B0

R238 G111 B155

R225 G225 B225
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TYPOGRAPHY
Avenir is to be used for body copy and
occasionally for headings on the body
copy, as demonstrated in this brand
guideline. Avenir black should be used
to emphasize words in the copy, headings, and links on web format.

Balboa is to be used as headline type
and sparingly as a subhead. Balboa
Light works in small sizes where the
thick and condensed type is hard to
read. Balboa Medium is to be used in
very large sizes to make a bold and
exciting message.

Hoefler can be used in body copy like
Avenir when a serif is needed. It should
not be a light color on black unless in a
large size due to the contrast in the letter forms. Hoefler is best for print
usage. Use Hoefler Italic for emphasis.

Balboa Light

Avenir Balboa Hoefler
Balboa Medium

Avenir Medium
Avenir Black

Balboa Light

Balboa Medium

Hoefler Regular
Hoefler Italic
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PATTERNS & GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Dotted Lines
For simpler compositions,
dotted lines are used as a
highlighting graphical element. The dots should be
regularly spaced and using
a four point line.

Color Blocks

Color blocks are used to highlight elements in a composition.
They should be one of the colors in the color scheme. If red,
blue, or black, any text on top
must be white. For white or
pink, the text must be black.

Halftone

The blue and red halftone pattern
can be used in full opacity for a
solid background, or at half opacity if there are elements over it.
Never put text over this pattern.
Photographs for advertising can
have a mild halftone pattern on
them as well.
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SHOWCASE

(stationery)

Business Cards
The business cards come in either solid
blue or solid red. They all have a die-cut
“Pop” which is then filled with transparent red or blue plastic to simulate 3-D
glasses. When overlapped unevenly, the
Pop looks as a physical version of the
colored logo.
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SHOWCASE

(stationery cont’d)

Letters & Folder
Letters should be typed with a serif
typeface if Hoefler is not available. The
address on the envelope should be
printed on the outside of the letter to
be shown through the plastic.
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SHOWCASE

(outdoor advertising)
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SHOWCASE

(brochure)
Museum Guide
The museum guide is a small booklet provided for
free upon entering the museum. It contains a map
of the building as well as exhibits and events for
the guests.
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SHOWCASE

(web page)
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SHOWCASE

(additional)

Tickets
The new tickets for the Museum of Pop
will go along with the halftone motif.
These will be printed at the door (or a
guest could order them online). The
back is flooded black with the bar code.

Thank You!
Visit us soon!

